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Healthcare Environmental Services Response to Health Secretary 
 

Dear Ms Freeman   

I listened to your statement to parliament today with interest. 

Please excuse the length of this Statement however; your statement was long and factually incorrect on 

so many points. 

Not only was your statement misinformed but highlighted your level of incompetence with regards to any 

part of the true story. When a so-called government minister can get so many facts wrong whilst 

addressing the chamber highlights how much you are out of your depth and not fit for office.  

I think you should look at the former Health Minister Alex Neil replacing you with immediate effect as 

quite clearly your position in untenable, as you have seen the largest government & Environmental cover 

up in this country that is costing UK taxpayers millions in unnecessary expense. 

THE QUESTION YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN ASKED BY OTHER MINISTERS WAS HOW COULD A SUCCESFUL 

SCOTTISH COMPANY BE DESTROYED WITHIN THREE MONTHS ALL WITH SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

APROVAL? 

Please also make up your mind what is the cost of this new contract I know the cost why don’t you?  

As a minimum this contract will cost the UK taxpayer over £180 million, and that is a conservative figure 

as clearly you are back in negotiations with the Spanish company who have dramatically increased there 

pricing from the tender, and that’s based on the current profiteering that’s underway within the UK with 

this company. We have already released details that show the UK is now paying 5 times more for the 

services we have supplied for the last 23 years profiteering all with your approval.  

The contingency plan alone is costing the current taxpayers millions not the £1.4m stated today for 

contingency. The Scottish boards are currently paying in excess of £2000 per ton for the current 

contingency; this excludes trailer hire, container hire, labour, and ferry charges, at least until April 1st.   

Which is not only ineffective but also completely dangerous, for a service we were providing at under 

£500 per ton for the last 23 years, we collected daily and treated daily. Currently the waste is stored all 

over Scotland including Glasgow, Grangemouth & Hurlford in Ayrshire when will this waste be treated 

safely ?   



We have provided an exemplary service to the NHS in Scotland and England for over 23 years and this 

cannot be denied, please ask the NHS customers, and thousands of private customers from Shetland to 

Cornwall. Our services were provided 24/7 without any disruption to service, exclusively by our staff 

within budget and saved the NHS over £30 million over the last 10 years 

THEREFORE THIS WHOLE FIASCO IS DEFINITELY THE FAULT OF THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT NOT THIS 

COMPANY OR ITS DIRECTORS, AND IF YOU ARE SO SURE OF BLAME LETS HAVE A PUBLIC ENQUIRY I’M 

CONFIDENT OF SUCCESS ARE YOU?  

The current contingency plan is non-compliant and illegal, only legal now because you have changed all 

the rules with dispensations that were not legal when we asked for them (copy of request you were copied 

into with Sepa) your statement that the transportation is being conducted legally is factually incorrect.  

Your statement that this company let NHS Scotland down is a total lie and you have been found to be a 

liar and a complete sham of a health minister. The public are dying on your watch and this will continue 

due to non-existent infection control measures.   

I do not know what deal was done between the UK government and the Scotland Government but it is 

clear that your government conspired with the cabinet office Director of markets Coleen Kaiser Andrews 

to destroy this business and you stood back and allowed a Scottish successful business to collapse and the 

staff to be unemployed.  

Therefore, do not condemn the directors and managers for our staff, and our customer’s predicament as 

you were at the forefront of the full process. At every step we were trying to save the jobs and therefore 

they would never have been unemployed so please don’t supply crocodile tears for the staff at this late 

stage for something you were involved in from the outset, and you’re the reason why staff were not paid 

and are no longer in employment, that is a complete tragedy. 

We stopped servicing on the 7th of December, due to our bank not releasing funds to key suppliers, 

therefore we had to minimise our liabilities and not trade beyond our means whilst we sought a buyer, 

this was still the case right up until the 26th of December, however when buyers are being told not to buy 

due to government interference this is the real tragedy and the real corruption. 

How can we still be blamed for the shambles of collections from hospitals and health centres after this 

date, as your so-called contingency plan was seemingly in full swing & supposedly ready to provide a 

service. Why are you now blaming HES for collections that took place in January 2019 when porters are 

being stabbed with needles, this is down to your poor procedures and practices, nothing to do with HES.  

Once again, wholly the governments fault as you and your team are clueless at providing a compliant and 

professional service, we just made it look easy unlike your shambolic mess, and this is why we were the 

professionals...  

The hospital sites and the various other sites are still without a compliant service and waste is being 

handled illegally, stored illegally, and any waste treatment is taking place in non-approved treatment 

processes including municipal incinerators in Shetland. The waste is currently hidden in shipping 

containers & warehouses throughout Scotland. Therefore, the blame is fully at the Scottish government’s 

door for poor service and non-existent infection control in our hospitals and health centres. 



The UK government has destroyed a Scottish company and the Scottish government including you and 

your colleagues are in it up to your neck with your conspiracy, and I can prove it.  

This is completely down to the Scottish Government and you as the so-called health minister you are 

wholly responsible for this shambles not the directors and management of this company. The opposition 

ministers should be hauling you back into chamber to clarify your statement as I have the proof that you 

and your so-called government agencies provided no help to the company, or the employees, and your 

costs are spiralling out of control. 

The Scottish government caused our ultimate demise with their refusal to support this business and its 

staff when you were asked by me as far back as the 12th October, when I asked you to get involved, and 

to meet me, at no point was this offer taken up, so please don’t release statements that you know are 

complete lies, and these previous requests were copied in to my two local political representatives for 

clarity and for evidence in all future litigation.  

Please also don’t lie about our commitment to our staff and the help you have provided, you and your 

government supplied no help to this business, except the offer to help with filling in a CV from pace, as 

you can appreciate my main concern was keeping the staff in employment not finding them new 

employment. And once again I can prove every part of this, so please again do not state points that are 

factually incorrect as these statements will be relied upon when we start legal proceedings towards the 

various public sector entities. As you will be accountable for a £35m pound company’s demise.  

Our company’s success has been borne by the hard work and dedicated members of the management 

team, and dedicated professional staff. We recently received Royal approval for building the only new 

medical waste to energy plant within the UK; HRH the princess Royal officially opened our new purpose 

built facility on the 30th April 2018 at a cost of £13m, paid for by all with our own finances, 5 months later 

our reputation was destroyed by the UK & Scottish Governments.  

At this point, our reputation was intact, and it would have to be, to gain such a prestigious honour. Within 

5 months your government, and the UK government, destroyed us, it would be good to know what you 

got in exchange for your complicity. 

This company was built with the directors own finances and no help from the Scottish government, so 

please do not suggest that you have helped this business at any point in its 23 years history. What you 

were hoping for was that you could get us liquidated with your UK Government partners along with PWC, 

and the bank, back in October 2018, with a view of getting our sites for nothing, obviously you now know 

your plan didn’t work?. 

When we refused to go along with the governments cover up we became the sacrificial lamb in the bigger 

issue and the UK public servant at Westminster took it personally because I refused to go along with her 

plan, and she didn’t like getting told her plan was illegal and stupid, she took it personally. Obviously, the 

stooges within the Scottish office and ultimately you have no backbone and therefore you got your pieces 

of silver to go along with her plan to destroy this company. 

The statement that you blame the company and its directors for the current fiasco beggars belief and 

once again highlights your complete incompetence of business and this sector. The current shambles is 

your fault along with your government and civil servants. The directors and senior managers of HES have 

fought daily for the survival of the business we were never here to put the company into liquidation this 



was your wish to assist the UK government with their corruption plan, and the staff should be fighting for 

their jobs and asking why they were made redundant by an SNP minister. 

The NHS boards terminated our contracts not HES, please get your facts correct, your incompetence in 

this whole fiasco beggars belief, Scottish government caused the problem’s on the instruction of the UK 

cabinet office not HES. Why was that? 

I have various correspondence that you were involved in and to this date, I still await any correspondence 

from you and your department, in fact your department told us they could not deal with us we had to 

deal with the cabinet office in London why was that ?.  

The so called business minister you refer too Jamie Hepburn, I never even knew existed until he crawled 

from under a stone a few weeks back, so another faceless politician in this whole SNP government fiasco, 

you all need investigated. 

I am more than happy to be investigated to prove my statements but no one has taken me up on this 

offer since October the 10th, why is that? 

About your new contractor, can you confirm that they will be ready to start the new contract on the 1st of 

April when they have no site in Scotland? 

I would also like to know how you decided on a private Spanish company with a dubious background 

around the world, with multiple environmental prosecutions, who have no experience of rolling out a 

contract of this magnitude, and no experience of the Scottish laws or indeed weather extremes.  

This is even more surprising when in the chamber you slated a private sector Scottish company for letting 

the NHS down when this private sector company was born in Scotland, and we have provided the service 

impeccabily all of these years. 

Maybe you now fancy regular trips to Spain, rather than Shotts for a meeting with directors, even though 

you have never been to Shotts? 

Can you confirm that Tradebe will supply the services at the tendered price and a compliant bin exchange 

system rather than the illegal bulk system currently underway with your contingency providers? 

Can you also confirm that Tradebe will provide all the services within the contract, as this was a 

specification point, as I believe that they are now looking to subcontract large sections of the contract to 

other providers and this was not in their tender bid?  

Tradebe Have:  

No Healthcare Treatment Facilities in Scotland? 

No Healthcare staff in Scotland?  

No Specialised Healthcare vehicles in Scotland? 

No Specialised Healthcare licenses in Scotland? 

No Clue? 



As you can appreciate, it is very surprising how they managed to complete the procurement process to 

beat HES, and seemingly beat our bid when we beat them on price and all our infrastructure is currently 

in place and has seen the largest investment in the medical waste industry in the last 40 years.  

Within your statement you suggested that Tradebe was having an open day in Shotts within the next few 

days, can I ask why would they have it in Shotts where is their new facility? 

I am unaware of them having  a site in Shotts, as you can appreciate the HES staff were not all from Shotts, 

I am sure the first question the people will ask at the open day is where is you new facilities? 

Obviously, we asked NHS Procurement for the bid to be reviewed and were told that the bid was 

processed correctly, surprising that when on one of the points they beat us on was carbon footprint we 

then find out that they intended to send all waste to England for 42 weeks until they build a plant? 

I am also aware that this contract was supposed to be issued on the 15th of December so why now are you 

still deliberating with this Spanish private company with a chequered Environmental past, is it because 

they have increased their bid considerably from the tender price?  

In fact, Hes have never been prosecuted for any Environmental offences, unlike your new contractor.  

A copy of the letter from NHS procurement issued on the 10th of December 2018 confirmed the contract 

was being concluded and we had no option to appeal as you were about to award. Why then has this still 

not been signed shortly after the 15th of December, why then has NHS Scotland, more likely Tradebe still 

not signed this agreement at the end of January 2019?. 

Can you also confirm that Scotland’s incineration waste including body parts will be transported to 

England for the next ten years?  

Any deviation from the tendered price or indeed the specified tender specification will result in a 

substantial legal challenge, as the specification was very specific they must supply the services to the 

tender specification on the 1st of April 2019. This has ultimately resulted in the demise of this company 

and the loss of over 150 skilled Scottish jobs 

There is no provision within the tender to include any involvement from your contingency team from this 

date. I note you stated in the chamber that your contingency plans would remain in place to assist the 

new contractor, this would be in breach of the tender and again will form part of legal challenge should 

this become evident.  

THE WHOLE POINT OF A BID IS THAT THE BID MUST BE FAIR AND TRANSPARTENT AND EVALUATED 

AGAINST THE CAPABILITY OF THE SUPPLIER. THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN WAS PART OF THE BID 

PROCESS, WHAT YOU NOW APPEAR TO BE SAYING IN YOUR STATEMENT IS THAT THE TRADEBE BID 

INCLUDED HELP FROM NSS, AND THE FOLLOWING CONTRACTORS ARE THEY ALL IN THE TRADEBE BID 

TO COMPLETE THE SERVICE FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS. PLEASE PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THIS IS THE 

CASE? 

If there is any deviation from the specification this will form part of our legal challenge as once again, this 

would prove that the bid was fixed. The current suppliers below are involved in the non-compliant 

contingency 

 J. Mitchell Haulage (Grangemouth) Ltd 



 WH Malcolm (Linwood) Ltd 

 Northwards Logistics Ltd 

 Rentokil /Initial/ plc 

 Cannon Hygiene Ltd 

 PHS Washrooms Ltd 

 Caledonia Washrooms Ltd  

 MS Industrial Services Ltd 

 Stericycle Ltd 

 Tradebe Environmental Services Ltd 

 Veolia Environmental Services Ltd 

 Novus Environmental Ltd 

 Vetspeed Ltd 

 FCC Environment Ltd 

 Shetland Heat and Power Ltd 

   
I have copied in my local MSP/MP representatives and the local and national press, as it is clear that your 

involvement in the process is dubious, but more likely incompetent/ fraudulent at the very least, after 

seeing your latest statements regarding this and other public health issues. 

As always and in my continual request for justice I ask, again let us have a public enquiry review of this 

whole fiasco. Your government is at the forefront along with the UK cabinet office, and let us make sure 

the staff are aware of why they lost their jobs, rather than trying to pin this on the directors and senior 

managers within HES when we can prove this is government corruption. 

I will never take the blame for the lies and corruption from the cabinet office involved in destroying this 

company, I will take the blame for sites over their permit levels a point we informed the Environment 

agency about and asked for help whilst the incineration issue was causing UK problems.  

However, we received no help and no dispensation when companies now are being offered dispensation 

like sweets to move and hide the waste illegally. Ask our NHS customers if they had an issue with service 

and the answer will be NO, ask them if they are happy to work in the current environment waste is sitting 

in hospitals for weeks both North and South of the border since our services were terminated.  

Why are NHS staff afraid to speak out about this scandal, this is due to your governments mentioning 

Cobra meetings for a private waste management company, surely not? 

When the managing directors phone and emails are being monitored 24/7 by the UK government you 

can appreciate something is not right? and customers refuse to speak to you directly on phones as they 

have been told they will be disciplined something is not right ?. 

This company was destroyed in 3 months lets tell the truth as nothing to do with body parts,  and laterally 

staff wages, as I have paid my staffs wages for 23 years,  on one occasion I was unable due to your 

corruption.  

A successful company destroyed all because we told the UK cabinet office that the infrastructure was 

broken, and that we would not be part of an illegal cover up, and this is still true today all of England’s 

waste is still predominantly still sitting in shipping containers just needs the press to start investigating as 



I can prove my statements. This is also the case in Scotland with over 3000 tonnes hidden all over Scotland 

including hospital sites. 

Both my local MP/MSP have seen the evidence of corruption and tried to report it within the Scottish and 

English Parliaments and they have tried to assist the business as they have seen the interference of the 

UK cabinet office to starve this business of cash to try and get it put under, all of the attempts to bring it 

to the forefront have been in vain. 

We have also reported criminal activity to the Metropolitan Police, as the cabinet office was directly 

involved in our tenancy agreements to try to inflict dilapidations costs towards this business as you can 

appreciate further proof of corruption and government interference in our business  

We would have thought that a Scottish Government minister would have done everything possible to save 

a succefull Scottish company, obviously very surprising that it has been the exact opposite effect so we 

must assume that the Scottish Government have prospered somehow from their English counterparts.  

The destruction of this business has proven more difficult than you and them thought, and you identified 

that within your statement, as you were told that we would be in receivership in October, you never 

counted on the directors and managers having the foresight to fight for survival and that we don’t lie 

down to corruption no matter how big they are. Having said all that you have smeared the business and 

directors for months with fake news, and we will now start releasing all the evidence. 

In the interim my legal team will be requesting a full FOI statement for all affected parties, as our efforts 

so far to gather this information have proven not to be fruitful, due to your government agencies using 

official sensitive status even though it should be public record, as this is public money that should be used 

for frontline staff and healthcare. 

The situation you currently have with pigeons at QEUH, is another smokescreen of your incompetence, as 

you have totally ignored infection control at all levels within the NHS, which has undoubtedly caused lives 

and this is a tragedy to those involved.  

When porters are handballing waste from our now dirty bins back into wards, and dealing with patients, 

touching numerous doors and receptors, all along hospital wards it is no surprise that infection control 

standards are below acceptable, these uncleaned bins, which were cleaned daily by my professional staff, 

every day this is a potential major outbreak under way in all of Scotland’s hospitals.  

Can you also confirm when the health boards will return our company property that is currently being 

used illegally and without our permission?  The UK & Scottish government has used a court interdict to 

refuse us getting our own property back surely this is illegal? 

What measures are infection control taking to clean these bins on hospital sites daily? 

As always, I am happy to prove my allegations in any court within the land. I would have thought that 

you and the UK government would jump at the chance to prove me wrong surprising that you never 

took up this offer since October. 

HES has set out its position on the medical waste backlog on its website – 
https://www.healthcareenv.com/the-truth 
 

https://www.healthcareenv.com/the-truth


Ends 
 
Notes to editors: 
 

 HES was established 22 years ago. 

 Its headquarters are in Shotts, Lanarkshire. 

 It has invested £13m in the Shotts site to build a new waste to energy Pyrolysis facility 
that it is among the most advanced in the UK. 

 HES is the only waste management company in the UK to invest in incineration 
capabilities in the last 30 years 
 

 

https://www.healthcareenv.com/

